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three page guide to basic bluebooking for the most commonly used secondary sources in law journal
footnotes includes examples and relevant rules for books single and multi volume law review
articles alr am jur cjs black s and internet resources creating a well written law review article
can bring you substantial rewards from a publication credit to a law review staff position to a
judicial clerkship but the writing process can be tedious and time consuming the yale law journal
follows the bluebook a uniform system of citation 21st ed 2020 for citation form and the chicago
manual of style 17th ed 2017 for stylistic matters not addressed by the bluebook for the rare
situations in which neither of these works covers a particular stylistic matter we refer to the
this guide points to library resources that can be used to assist with writing a law review note
or a a paper including selecting a topic conducting a preemption check researching the topic
drafting the text and perfecting the footnotes if you re writing for a law review or seminar you
should get formatting instructions regarding things like margins font size line spacing if you
don t or if you re doing an independent study here are some basic guidelines to follow times new
roman or similar 12 pt font double spaced lines there is a quick reference on the back cover that
relates to court documents and legal memoranda citations for practitioners and law clerks you can
use quick reference to see examples of various citation formats the front cover quick reference
is for law review footnotes for law review editors most legal publishers and judges and
practitioners too the bluebook is the citation rule book of choice within the bluebook and also
in supporting materials help can be found for deciphering the rules of citation some advice and
sources are offered here this guide points to library resources that can be used to assist with
writing a law review note or a a paper including selecting a topic conducting a preemption check
researching the topic drafting the text and perfecting the footnotes this style guide describes
the publication standards of washington law review wlr it sets out wlr s publication standards
and serves as a tool for editors and authors it incorporates wlr s values of diversity equity and
inclusion additionally it aims to support consistency among wlr s publications harvard law review
the bluebook is a guide to a system of legal citation frequently used by law schools and law
journals this guide will introduce you to how to use the bluebook print copies of the bluebook
are available in the library in reference and on reserve at circulation two page guide to basic
bluebooking for the most commonly used secondary sources in legal documents includes examples and
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relevant rules for books single and multi volume law review articles alr am jur cjs and black s
also includes example of short forms this student guide for law review and journal research shows
you how to use westlaw databases and services to perform a number of tasks including the
following selecting a topic for a law review or journal article performing a preemption check
developing your topic checking citations and quotations included in an article how to write a law
review article step 1 decide upon a relevant research question law reviews are frequently edited
by law students in collaboration with teachers they frequently concentrate on new or emerging
areas of law and can provide more critical commentary than a legal encyclopedia or alr item the
bluebook has different formats for law review footnotes vs briefs court documents and legal memos
the inside front cover of the bluebook provides some quick examples of bluebook format used when
writing law review footnotes ie law review articles and ulwr papers the following examples
illustrate how to cite commonly used sources in accordance with the bluebook s whitepages which
are intended for use in law review footnotes for citations in court documents and legal memoranda
please refer to the bluepages the georgia state university law review is a legal journal
published four times a year by second and third year georgia state university law students the
staff of the law review edits and publishes articles written by scholars practitioners and
students each fall issue of the law review features peach sheets an in depth view of new bills
passed in georgia it is the state s only legislative history the winter and spring issues feature
articles from scholars on new legal issues these issues also publish selected student notes
written by law review members about the harvard law review founded in 1887 the harvard law review
is a student run journal of legal scholarship the review is independent from the harvard law
school and a board of student editors selected through an anonymous annual writing competition
make all editorial decisions the print review and its online companion the forum are 1354 lecture
on state courts social justice justice brennan was one of the earliest and most influential
advocates for recognizing and enhancing the central role of state courts in helping to achieve
social justice 1 a lecture series on that topic could have no better name
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guide to legal writing and style bluebooking for law review May 20 2024 three page guide to basic
bluebooking for the most commonly used secondary sources in law journal footnotes includes
examples and relevant rules for books single and multi volume law review articles alr am jur cjs
black s and internet resources
writing a law review article westlaw Apr 19 2024 creating a well written law review article can
bring you substantial rewards from a publication credit to a law review staff position to a
judicial clerkship but the writing process can be tedious and time consuming
j v 131 style guide yale law journal Mar 18 2024 the yale law journal follows the bluebook a
uniform system of citation 21st ed 2020 for citation form and the chicago manual of style 17th ed
2017 for stylistic matters not addressed by the bluebook for the rare situations in which neither
of these works covers a particular stylistic matter we refer to the
researching and writing a law review note or seminar paper Feb 17 2024 this guide points to
library resources that can be used to assist with writing a law review note or a a paper
including selecting a topic conducting a preemption check researching the topic drafting the text
and perfecting the footnotes
format writing a law school research paper or law review Jan 16 2024 if you re writing for a law
review or seminar you should get formatting instructions regarding things like margins font size
line spacing if you don t or if you re doing an independent study here are some basic guidelines
to follow times new roman or similar 12 pt font double spaced lines
practitioners and law clerks pennsylvania state university Dec 15 2023 there is a quick reference
on the back cover that relates to court documents and legal memoranda citations for practitioners
and law clerks you can use quick reference to see examples of various citation formats the front
cover quick reference is for law review footnotes
bluebook tips cite checking guide for law reviews Nov 14 2023 for law review editors most legal
publishers and judges and practitioners too the bluebook is the citation rule book of choice
within the bluebook and also in supporting materials help can be found for deciphering the rules
of citation some advice and sources are offered here
writing researching and writing a law review note or Oct 13 2023 this guide points to library
resources that can be used to assist with writing a law review note or a a paper including
selecting a topic conducting a preemption check researching the topic drafting the text and
perfecting the footnotes
washington law review style guide Sep 12 2023 this style guide describes the publication
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standards of washington law review wlr it sets out wlr s publication standards and serves as a
tool for editors and authors it incorporates wlr s values of diversity equity and inclusion
additionally it aims to support consistency among wlr s publications
harvard law review Aug 11 2023 harvard law review
bluebook legal citation system guide harvard library guides Jul 10 2023 the bluebook is a guide
to a system of legal citation frequently used by law schools and law journals this guide will
introduce you to how to use the bluebook print copies of the bluebook are available in the
library in reference and on reserve at circulation
bluebooking for court documents guide to legal writing and Jun 09 2023 two page guide to basic
bluebooking for the most commonly used secondary sources in legal documents includes examples and
relevant rules for books single and multi volume law review articles alr am jur cjs and black s
also includes example of short forms
guide to law review research westlaw May 08 2023 this student guide for law review and journal
research shows you how to use westlaw databases and services to perform a number of tasks
including the following selecting a topic for a law review or journal article performing a
preemption check developing your topic checking citations and quotations included in an article
how to write a law review article studybay Apr 07 2023 how to write a law review article step 1
decide upon a relevant research question law reviews are frequently edited by law students in
collaboration with teachers they frequently concentrate on new or emerging areas of law and can
provide more critical commentary than a legal encyclopedia or alr item
law review footnote citation format bluebook quick Mar 06 2023 the bluebook has different formats
for law review footnotes vs briefs court documents and legal memos the inside front cover of the
bluebook provides some quick examples of bluebook format used when writing law review footnotes
ie law review articles and ulwr papers
the bluebook a uniform system of citation Feb 05 2023 the following examples illustrate how to
cite commonly used sources in accordance with the bluebook s whitepages which are intended for
use in law review footnotes for citations in court documents and legal memoranda please refer to
the bluepages
georgia state university law review publications georgia Jan 04 2023 the georgia state university
law review is a legal journal published four times a year by second and third year georgia state
university law students the staff of the law review edits and publishes articles written by
scholars practitioners and students
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georgia state university law review Dec 03 2022 each fall issue of the law review features peach
sheets an in depth view of new bills passed in georgia it is the state s only legislative history
the winter and spring issues feature articles from scholars on new legal issues these issues also
publish selected student notes written by law review members
harvard law review Nov 02 2022 about the harvard law review founded in 1887 the harvard law
review is a student run journal of legal scholarship the review is independent from the harvard
law school and a board of student editors selected through an anonymous annual writing
competition make all editorial decisions the print review and its online companion the forum are
new york university law review Oct 01 2022 1354 lecture on state courts social justice justice
brennan was one of the earliest and most influential advocates for recognizing and enhancing the
central role of state courts in helping to achieve social justice 1 a lecture series on that
topic could have no better name
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